In competition studies, two species are studied, generally in ratios of 1:0, 3:1, 1:1, 1:3, and 0: 1. The standard measure of competition is the Relative Crowding Coefficient CRCC)
Xl:l/'Yl:l Xl: 01 Yo: 1 where Xij (Y i ) is the mean biomass for species X (Y) when the ratio of X to Y IS 1 to j. Novak et al. (1993 Environmental Entomology) proposed the alternative measure For each, a value of 1 indicates the two species are equal competitors. Values greater than (less than) 1 indicate species X (Y) is out-competing species Y (X). However, tests to determine whether the measures are significantly different from 1 have not been proposed. The approximate properties of the RCC are given in Rao and Pereira (1968 Sankhya A) . Those for the alternative index are derived by extending this work. Based on the results, tests of significance are proposed. The adequacy of these tests is assessed in a Monte Carlo study.
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Competition refers to the ability of species to compete with one another for limited resources. As an example, consider the larval competition of two species of mosquitoes, Aedes albopictus and Aedes triseriatus. A. triceriatus is an indigenous mosquito species while A. albopictus was introduced into North America from southeast Asia. Both species are vectors of several disease-causing viruses, including the LaCrosse encephalitis virus (LAC). While A. triceriatus restricts its travel to within 100 yards or so from its home, A. albopictus may travel several miles from its home. Because this enhances its ability to transmit disease, A. albopictus is both an environmental and a medical concern. Both species require a similar habitat leading to competition. Major problems can arise if A. albopictus consistently "out-competes" A. triceriatus. Replacement series experiments were conducted to evaluate the larval competition of these two species. The replacement series experiments consisted of a factorial treatment structure in a randomized complete block design (RCBD) with four replications. There were ten treatments consisting of five replacement series ratios (l :0, 3: 1, 1: 1, 1: 3, and 0: 1) with two diets per ratio (low and high).
Data arising from replacement series experiments are used to estimate the effect of competition between the species. The ~elative Crowding Coefficient (RCC) is typically used as the measure of competition. The standard method of estimating RCC uses the ratios 0:1, 1:1, and 1:0, but does not include the information from the 1:3 and 3:1 ratios. Novak et al. (1993) proposed an alternative measure of RCC that uses data from all five ratios. For each measure, an RCC of 1 indicates no competition. However, no test of the hypotheses Ho: RCC = 1 vs. HI: RCC i:. 1 has been presented in the biological literature. Although approximations of the bias and variance for the standard RCC measure may be found in the statistical literature (Rao and Pereira, 1968) , these approximations have not been given for the alternative RCC measure. This paper will develop formulae for the approximate bias and variance of the alternative RCC measure. Further, possible tests of the hypothesis of no competition will be introduced and assessed in a Monte Carlo study.
Replacement Series Experiment
Replacement series experiments are a standard method used in the evaluation of competition. In such an experiment, the proportions of the two species X and Y present in the mixture are varied while the total density X+ Y is held constant throughout the experiment (Harper 1977) . Typically, the ratios are 0:1, 1:3, 1:1,3:1, and 1:0. Due to the expense of conducting these studies, the number of replications tends to be small. Four possible models may be observed in such an experiment (Harper 1977) . In Model I, competition is such that either the species do not interfere with one another, or, the effect of intra-and inter-species competition are the same (the effect of X on Y is the same as that of Y on Y and the effect of Y on X is the same as that of X on X). The two species X and Y contribute to the total yield in direct ratio to their proportion in the colony (see Figure 1 ).
In the remaining models, competition is evident. In Model II, the effect of X on Y is greater than that of Y on Y and the effect of Y on X is less than that of X on X. Thus species Y is suffering the most from the presence of X in the mixture (see Figure   2 ).
Model III is a case where neither species contributes its expected share to the total
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Model IV arises when both species produce more than expected. This is because the effect of X on Y is less than that of Y on Y and the effect of Y on X is less than that of X on X. Although this may appear to be a case of symbiosis, this is not necessarily true. It is only necessary for neither species to suffer as much as expected from the presence of the other (see Figure 4 ).
Standard Relative Crowding Coefficient (RCC I )
The traditional estimate of the relative crowding coefficient, RCC I , makes use of the 1 :0, 1: 1, and 0: 1 ratios to estimate competition in the following way:
Rao and Pereira, 1968 (see also Cochran, 1977 ) determined variance and bias of a double ratio estimator to order n-1 • Replacing population estimates with sample estimates gives an estimated variance of
Rce 2 
where X i : j (Y i : j ) is the estimated mean biomass for species X (Y) when the ratio of X to Y is i to j, S x 2 (S y2) is the estimated variance of X (Y) at the ratio i to j,
and S is the estimated covariance of X and Y at the ratio of i to j. A value of 1
indicates a case of no competition while a value greater than 1 would indicate that species X "out competes" species Y. Note that this standard estimator does not make use of all of the information from the experiment; the ratios 3: 1 and 1: 3 are not used.
Alternative Relative Crowding Coefficient (RCC 2 )
An alternative measure of the relative crowding coefficient, RCC 2 , introduced in Novak, et.al. (1993) 
where
The estimated bias would be
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Further, by including the 3:1 and 1:3 ratios, the proposed estimator should be more sensitive to competition. Because replacement series experiments are typically conducted using all five ratios, it would be logical to make use of all information collected.
In the numerator, X 3 jY 3 : 1 is divided by 3 because there are 3 parts of X to every part of Y, requiring the biomass of Y to be multiplied by 3 to be comparable to that of X. Similar reasons can be given for the coefficients of the remaining terms in the numerator. The average in the numerator should theoretically be 1 if competition is not present. Likewise, the denominator should also be 1, resulting in an RCC of 1 when no competition is present.
To date, no test of the hypothesis H o :RCC=1 vs. H I :RCC:;t:l has been presented in the biological literature. Therefore, there is no basis to determine whether an estimate of RCC is significantly different from 1. Two methods of testing this hypothesis will be proposed.
First consider the construction of a z-statistic of the form
Although (8) is the form of a t-statistic, it is not obvious how many degrees of freedom are associated with the statistic, leading us to consider it as a z-statistic. However, because the estimated variances of RCC I and RCC 2 are highly variable, the effect of this variability on the test is a concern.
Data and Simulation
A Monte Carlo study was used to examine the behavior of the z-statistics for both estimators. The properties of the test should depend on the means for each species in each of the five ratios and the variance-covariance structure of the populations. To provide realistic values for these parameters, numerous replacement studies were reviewed. From these, four were selected to provide parameters for the simulation. Two came from the mosquito study. The remaining two came from a study examining the effects of seedcorn maggot (SCM) injury on competition in soybean stands thus impacting development and yield (Higley & Pedigo, 1990) .
Seedcorn maggot larvae feed on germinating soybean plants. This can lead to intraspecific competition between injured and uninjured plants. To study the effect of SCM feeding, replacement series experiments were conducted using an RCBD with four replications. The treatments were in a 4 x 5 factorial arrangement with four planting densities (10, 20, 30, and 40 plants/row-m) and 5 ratios (1:0, 3:1, 1:1, 1:3, and 0:1). After thinning the initial planting to the desired density, SCM damage was simulated by excising the plumules of newly emerged plants. The number of plants within a treatment to be injured was determined by the desired ratio of injured to uninjured plants. The estimated parameters from the SCM study are quite different from those in the mosquito study, giving us insight into the behavior of the proposed test in another region of the parameter space.
The mosquito experiment with a high diet and the SCM injury study with 10 plants/row-m each had observed RCC values close to one. The estimated means from these experiments were adjusted slightly so that the RCC values were exactly one. The adjusted means were the population parameters in the Monte Carlo study. The estimated covariances were used as the population parameters in the simulations. The remaining two populations had large RCC values, indicating competition. These population values were taken from the mosquito experiment with a low diet, and from the SCM injury study with 30 plants/row-m. For these two, the estimated means and variance-covariance structure from the studies were the population values in the simulations. The parameters used in the study are presented in Tables 1 to 4 . Because these studies are labor intensive, rarely would resources permit more than eight replicates. Hence, eight replicates were used in the simulation.
The two mosquito experiments and the two SCM studies each gave rise to two cases. Case one utilizes competition means with the competition variance-covariance structure. No-competition means with no-competition variance-covariance structure is the second case. SAS was then used to simulate 1000 samples of size 8 from a normal population with the prescribed set of parameters for each case. RCC I , RCC 2 and the associated z-statistics were calculated for each of the 1000 simulations. The respective z-statistics were compared to 1.96 for a 5% test and 1.645 for a 10% test. (See results.)
A bootstrap test was also proposed. 499 resamples were obtained from the original sample in a manner that ensured balance, i.e., each observation was chosen the same number of times. This is done in order to reduce simulation error (Davison, et aI., 1986) . RCCj is computed for the original sample and RCCj* computed for each of the 499 resamples. The test is conducted by comparing I RCC-l I > I RCC*-Rcci (9 ) where I RCC*-Rcci (10) is the 24th largest difference for a 5% test and the 49th largest difference for a 10% test. This eliminates dependence on the sample variance because it is no longer in the denominator of the test statistic (Hall and Wilson, 1991) .
Because of its computer intensity, the bootstrap would be more difficult for practitioners to implement. In no case did the bootstrap outperform the z-test so only results of the z-tests will be presented here.
Conclusions
When comparing the size and power of the z-statistic tests (see Table 5 ), the alternative estimator, RCC 2 , is superior to the standard estimator, RCC I • For the study based on parameters from the SCM experiment, the power is approximately the same for both estimators. However, the size of the test is above the stated level for RCC I and close to the stated level for RCC 2 • For the study based on parameters from the mosquito study, the opposite is true. The size of the test is approximately the same and close to the stated level for both estimators, but the power is much greater for the test based on RCC 2 than the one based on RCC I . These results are not surprising because RCC 2 makes use of more information than does RCC I . The different behavior of the tests for the two studies may be due to differences in the underlying variance-covariance structure. This is a limited study and further simulations are needed before definite recommendations can be made. Only eight replications were considered here. The behavior of the tests when fewer replications are available needs to be evaluated. The impact of the variance-covariance structure on the size and power of a test seems to be large and needs further investigation.
Use of a bootstrap test does not appear to improve either the size or power of a test when compared to the z-statistics. It may be possible to improve the bootstrap test by using the bootstrap estimate of the sample variance in the denominator. However, based on current results and due to the fact that the bootstrap is very computationally intensive, it is not recommended. 
